Shapes Quiz
Either the question or the answer has a shape in it
1. How many famous squares in famous cities can you name?

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What shape do magicians belong to?
Square root of 9 =
A musical instrument
A famous office
A famous square in a soap opera
Famous sayings
Money _______ the ______ ______ ________.
You can’t ____ a _______ ______ in a ________ ________.
Don’t reinvent the ________.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

A sporting garden
How many stars on the American flag?
How many gold rings in the Christmas song?
A place associated with movie premiers
18 H in a R of G. What does the HRG stand for?
A film, 1957, starring John Mills?
A cricket term
How much would you have if you added the British heptagon shaped coins?
A healthy meal
What is the circle line?
3 people in love
A sporting venue
A song from The Lion King

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

A folk dance
What shape do you form when about to fight?
What did William P. Eno design?
How many squares on a chess board?
What is Stonehenge famous for?
Who wrote Lord of the Rings?
A pattern created by flattening of a crop
How many corners on a cube?
A group of socially interconnected people
How many circles on the Olympic flag?
A description of closest group of friends
What shape is associated with the imaginary area in the Atlantic Ocean?
A famous charity
The oldest of the 7 wonders of the ancient world
What is the Columbus circle?
A socially awkward person
How many points on a Maltese cross?
How can you tell the age of a tree?
US dept of defence building
What old coin is a dodecahedron?
How many points on the Star of David?
Sign for diagnosis
What shape road sign is a warning?
What shape road sign is prohibiting something?
What shape is a ring when it’s not a circle?
How many of the London Underground stations with a shape in their name
can you list?

